Through decades and
generations, Erickson Ranch
has trailed cattle in the
Sierra Nevada Mountains.
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125-Year T
The Erickson Ranch
cattle drive crosses
plenty of blacktop
roads.
OPPOSITE PAGE:
Dan and Alissa
Erickson represent
the fourth and fifth
generations of
the family to ranch
in the Sierras.
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LEFT: Horseback cowboys use flags to
signal cars, and radios to alert outriders to
move cattle off the road.
BELOW: The Ericksons still use the ranch’s
original quarter circle TC brand.

From the perspective of Dan Erickson, leaning forward
in his saddle, the sounds of the cattle drive are familiar: a
steady, rhythmic clattering of shod and unshod hooves
striking asphalt; cowboys’ quick, shrill whistles; their calls
of “step it up here” and “get along, girls.”
For Dan, this scene epitomizes ranching tradition. He is
the fourth generation of his family to trail cattle from the
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western slopes of California’s Sierra
Nevada Mountains to its Central Valley
grasslands. Add to this the backdrop of
the California Gold Rush, the creation
of Yosemite National Park in 1890 and
the U.S. Forest Service a year later, and
construction of the Hetch Hetchy
Reservoir in the 1920s, and the
Ericksons have a story worth telling.

Mining History

Dan’s father, Tim Erickson, knows the

AL GOLuB

Like the currents of nearby Yosemite
National Park’s Merced River, a stream of
cattle flows steadily between banks of
150-foot Lodgepole and Jeffrey pines,
gracefully parting around orange school
buses in dawn’s light. Old F-150 pickup
trucks, new Priuses, long tour buses and
the occasional red Corvette all politely
slow down as horseback riders guide
clusters of cattle to the sides of the road
to let them pass.
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details. Tim’s grandfather, Tim Carlon,
was born in California in 1858. Carlon’s
parents had come from Ireland to New
York, continuing west by ship and
mule train and settling in Groveland,
about 50 miles northwest of what is
now Yosemite Valley. In 1870, Carlon’s
father, John Carlon, drowned in the
Merced River during a family vacation
to Yosemite. At age 12, Carlon began
working in the gold mines to support
his mother and younger siblings.
In the 1880s, gold mining slowed
and families moved away, often selling
their land for back taxes. Carlon
started buying. In 1892, he purchased
Ackerson Meadow near Evergreen
Road, which, Dan explains, was the old
highway and the main entrance to the
park. One reaches Evergreen Road by
turning north from California State
Route 120, now the northwestern
approach into Yosemite. Carlon later
purchased adjoining Stone Meadow.
“[My grandfather] was going to the
mountains before there was a Forest
Service,” Tim Erickson says.
Carlon ran about 800 head of cattle
and 300 horses up to an elevation of
about 8,000 feet, a little west of
Tuolumne Meadows. In the summer,
Carlon leased his horses to the park.
In the winter, he loaned them to
valley farmers.
After San Francisco’s 1906 earthquake created water concerns for the
area’s increasing population, planning
began to dam Hetch Hetchy Valley, at
the north edge of Yosemite, and build
the O’Shaughnessy Dam, at that time
the second-largest dam in the United
States. The dam created Hetch Hetchy
Reservoir, which captures Sierra snow
melt and remains a primary source of
water today for more than 2.5 million
people. Carlon and other ranchers had
been leasing the valley, accessible via
Evergreen Road, from the Park Service.
From 1914 through 1923, thousands
of workers labored to build the dam.
Food for the temporary work camps
was a problem; the laborers needed
meat. Once again, Carlon was there.
Ackerson Meadow had a slaughterhouse near its round corral. Made of
vertical cedar slats, the corral still
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It takes six to eight weeks to gather the herd in the Sierras and about six days to trail it out.
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TOP: The Ericksons’ cattle are a mix of Red and Black Angus. ABOVE: The water department
opens a hydrant to water the herd near Don Pedro Reservoir as Tim Erickson looks on.

had a ranch, so I’ve been blessed that way. Bette Anne’s always liked it. All the
girls can ride and rope. Dan’s a really good cowboy, and he’s been a good rodeo
cowboy, too.”
After Dan won the California state high school bronc riding championship two
out of three years, the family a moved to eastern Colorado, leaving a trusted
manager, Jeff Prosser, in charge of California operations. Dan competed on the pro
rodeo circuit for eight years, becoming a three-time Wrangler National Finals
Rodeo qualifier and two-time winner of the acclaimed Bill Linderman award.
“Bill Linderman was a great all-around cowboy,” Dan explains. “He roped and he
rode broncs. He worked almost every event in rodeo. To win this award, [it’s]
whoever wins the most money in the timed [roping] events and the riding events.
You have to be in three of those events. Not too many people do that anymore.
Most people are either strictly timed events or strictly the rough stock events,
riding saddle broncs, bareback horses or bulls.”
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stands today. Carlon and his crew
slaughtered four or five steers a week.
The beef was transported partway up
Evergreen Road by wagon and a
four-horse team, then transferred to
pack horses for the rest of the journey
to Hetch Hetchy.
“One beef could feed our family for a
whole year,” Dan says. “He supplied a
huge crew there building the Hetch
Hetchy dam.”
Carlon died in 1943 at 85. Five years
earlier, he had sold his livestock and
leased his allotments to Clyde Boothe.
When the leases expired, Tim Erickson’s father and stepmother, Paul and
Naomi Erickson, assumed the
ranching responsibilities. In 1961,
Tim’s mother and stepfather, Wells
and Mazie Woolstenhulme, took over
the ranch. Tim and his wife, Bette
Ann, began helping in 1974. When
Tim’s stepfather passed away in 1987,
Tim and Bette Ann took over completely, raising their children, Dan,
Elisabeth and Dallyce, near La Grange,
California.
Since Tim’s family holdings would
eventually be divided up, he and Bette
Ann leveraged some of the California
allotments to expand their ranching
business to eastern Colorado.
“We did it in case our children
wanted to stay in the business, so that
each could still operate a paying ranch,
without the place in California being
sold,” Tim explains. “The land in
California was getting more expensive.
[There’s a] higher cost of purchasing
land or livestock here. The cost of
operating was a factor, too. It was more
affordable to expand in other states.”
He acknowledges some of the
desert operations do take more acres,
but buying property that includes
state and BLM land is still less
expensive than buying all deeded
lands in California. While they were
considering eastern Montana,
western Nebraska, and northeast
Wyoming, he says, “Bette Ann found
an article about Colorado. So that’s
where we ended up.”
“I like the cattle business that we’re
in,” he says. “This is what I always
wanted to do. Fortunately, my family
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The Ericksons use Catahoula-cross dogs to help them round up cattle in the mountainous
brush range.

Despite his success in rodeo, Dan says, “I always knew that ranching [was] what
I was going to do.” When the ranch manager retired in 2010, after 26 years, Dan and
his wife, Andra, moved back to California to continue the family’s ranching
tradition that today counts more than 125 years.
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Ranching in the SieRRaS

The Ericksons’ combined private, leased, and permit lands span roughly 80,000
acres, although much of it is too steep or brushy for grazing. Their private lands are
considered low-elevation allotments, ranging from 3,000 to 4,600 feet.
Forest Service permits allow cattle to graze in two different areas of the Stanislaus
National Forest. About a third stay north of the Tuolumne River, ranging as high as
7,000 feet in elevation, to Jawbone Pass and Hell’s Mountain. The other two-thirds
work their way across two ranges south of the Tuolumne, drifting in to Ackerson and
Stone Meadows by fall. Cows born in a particular area will always graze there.
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“We move our cattle on what are
called browse ranges,” Dan says. “
‘Browse’ is the main feed, which for us
is deer brush.”
Tim says the cattle do well on the
natural diet.
“Where that deer brush is thick, it’s
almost like feeding them grain,” he says.
Native to the Sierras, deer brush can
grow 15 feet high, but the cattle learn
to manage it.
“Some cows will straddle a branch
with their front legs and just walk up
the stalk, pushing it down, and stand
and eat,” Tim says.
A fence separates Ackerson Meadow
from Yosemite.
“We go along the fence for five or six
miles and make sure it’s up so the
cattle don’t get into the park,” Tim says.
Some things have changed since the
early ranching days. On cattle drives,
the cowboys now use walkie-talkie
radios to communicate.
Tim feels their cross-bred red and
black Angus are better cattle now than
what the ranch used to have.
“Cattle genetics have been improving,” he says. “We don’t want [bulls]
that are on the fight, you know.
Because they’ll have a calf that’ll be
high-headed or want to run off, that
would be difficult to round up.
“And you want easy fleshing ability.
It used to be that a 550-pound calf in
the fall would be good; now they’re 650
to 700 pounds. You want to get that
[weight] without having to give them
more feed.”
Some ranching ways, however,
remain the same.
The Ericksons still use Tim Carlon’s
brand, the quarter circle TC (sometimes called “TC Cow”), listed as
registered in a 1919 brand book. Their
second brand is the Rafter E.
Tim considers the family to be
“conservationists.”
“If we don’t have any feed, we have a
thin calf, and then we don’t have any
product to sell,” he explains. “We graze
our meadow down, and then we’re
off it through the wet season and
the spring.”
And they still trail the cattle the
traditional way.
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“Two-thirds to three-quarters of the
year we’ll spend on horseback doing
something with cattle,” Dan says.
“That’s something we enjoy.”

On DOwn the highway

“We move the cattle just about the
same as [Carlon] did,” Dan says.
The benefits these days are equal
parts tradition and economics.
“We figure the trucking bill and
trailing them,” Tim says. “Trailing
always beats the freight.”
The Forest Service gives the Ericksons “on” dates for forest grazing,
usually from May 15 through the end
of September. About Labor Day, they
start gathering the cows.
“If we can find all the cows,” Tim
laughs, “and we never can. We [haul]
the calves [to winter pastures] about
the middle of September . . . and trail
the cows out the middle of October.”
The Ericksons hire four or five
seasonal cowboys. While roundups on
more level terrain may take up to five
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days, the Ericksons need anywhere from six to eight weeks to gather the cattle.
The cowboys stay at the Stone Meadow cabin, built in 1939, five days a week, and
get three meals a day.
During the roundup and drive, they ride Quarter Horses, some with a little
Thoroughbred blood.
“We don’t raise a whole string of horses of a certain bloodline anymore,” Tim
says. “There are lots of good bloodlines these days. They keep breeding them up:
better disposition, stronger. We buy them here and there.
“We like larger horses, good boned, that can take the traveling. The cutting
horses are pretty fine boned. For rough country, almost everyone has a horse with
a bigger bone. The legs are stronger and can take more; the feet might be a little
bigger, too—good for a lot of outside riding. The show horses get a lot of hard work
from running and turning, but the country is rougher, steeper, with rocks, and [the
horses] have to go fast over places. They get ridden hard.”
Each cowboy brings three or four horses, although the Ericksons have a few
extra if someone needs one.
“There’s a turnover in horses,” Tim says. “[They] may have the same one for quite
a few years, and there’s always a young one somebody’s riding. Some of the day
workers might bring their own, or they’ll ride for someone else and get paid for it.
They agree with the owner [to] break a horse—ride for 30 or 60 days—[which] gives
them something to ride. The younger guys ride younger horses. They always have a
couple solid horses that are broke that you can do anything on, and then younger
ones that are not as well broke, [although] you can do anything on them eventually.
“I don’t furnish horses, unless somebody’s gets crippled or something. But we
feed them. If someone else’s horse gets hurt, we take care of their vet bill, because
they’re working for it and they’re furnishing their horses. [That’s] very seldom
needed, but once in a while. . . .”
He adds that the horses have to get along, because they are turned out together
in the meadow.
The days start as early as 4 a.m., when an electric generator is used to shine
lights across the road and let the cowboys catch their horses.
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The Ericksons want “larger horses, good
boned, that can take the traveling,” Tim says.
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“We start it, go catch the horses
we’re going to ride, saddle up, put
them in the barn, grain them, then go
eat breakfast,” Tim says. “Depending
how far we’re going, we load up or
ride out.”
Some days the horses have to be
hauled 30 miles or more before
starting the day’s roundup. It can take
an hour and a half to go 35 miles on
the winding roads. The crew usually
returns between 4 and 6 in the evening.
“We may have to put a shoe on a
horse or catch the horses for the next
day,” Tim says. “Then someone comes
by [and tells us] there are cows in the
Park or [nearby] Camp Mather, and
someone has to go get them.”

Tricks of The Trade

About two-thirds of the cattle are
gathered in the first 30 days, but the
dense brush allows some to hide well.
About a quarter of the cows wear bells
to help the cowboys locate them.
“You may find eight or 10 with two
or three bells. We can hear them
across a canyon where you can’t see,”
Tim says. “Dan made quite a few bells
out of drive lines from a car or a
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pickup; he cut sections and welded a cap on them with a
little ring, clapper and a loop.”
The bells are removed during winter grazing in the
lower elevations to give the cows a break from the ringing
sound, and because bells aren’t needed to locate the cattle
on open valley meadows during spring roundup.
The Ericksons also depend on dogs with loud barks and
good tracking noses to help them round up their cattle in
the mountainous brush range.
“A lot of them are a Catahoula-cross kind of hound
we’ve been using for 15 or 20 years,” Tim says. “The
Catahoulas are kind of like a hunting hound. . . . they have
good noses on them and track through the brush. They
have on-the-job training with us. An older dog takes a
younger dog, and they kind of catch on.
“Usually we can get some dogs that go ahead. There’s a
few that have such a nose that they can ‘wind them.’. . .
They can just stick their nose in the air and head off in a
canyon, and you don’t even see a track. And they’ll go
down to ’em; they’ll find your cow. Some of them will bay
up the cow; you can hear them barking. They make a lot of
noise, Catahoulas do. They’re a big help.
“The cattle aren’t wild, but they still try to get away, and the dogs can get ahead
and stop them. You’ll be able to work your way through the brush and get them
back on the right trail.”
Once in a while a cow spends the winter in the mountains.
“Usually, it’s a calf or a yearling,” Tim explains. “They end up on the highway
somewhere. We’ll get a call, and we’ll go up there. And they’re not fat by any means,
but they’ve made it.”
Trailing takes about six days. Cattle and riders travel roads with names like
Ponderosa Way, Hell’s Hollow Road and California State Route 49, named after the
Gold Rush Forty-Niners. They rest in pastures with names like Bone Yard. No roads
are closed during the drive. With visibility limited on the winding mountain roads,
a cowboy on horseback carrying an orange flag stays a quarter mile or more on
either side of the crossing herd to signal approaching cars. The flaggers radio the
outriders to move the cattle off the road.
“There are very few people who don’t like seeing them on the road,” says Tim.
“Most of the tourists like them. They like taking pictures, which is fine with me.
I want them to like it so they have a good experience going up and down
the highway.”
Near the end of the drive, the Ericksons water the herd near Don Pedro Reservoir and cover the cost.
“The [water department] opens a hydrant [into a field]. It shoots up like the Old
Faithful geyser,” Tim says. “The [cows] get a good drink there.”
Finally, Dan and another cowboy take a count before turning the cows loose
onto their winter grazing pastures.
In the spring, Tim explains, “the first-calf heifers don’t go to the mountains
because they’re young.
“We try to leave them down in the low country one year. On the second calf, they
go back to the mountains,” he says.
The rest of the cows are trailed halfway back to higher elevations and separated
at the Bone Yard pasture near Coulterville. Ackerson cows are moved first onto
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Tim Erickson’s
grandfather founded
the family’s ranch
in the 1890s.
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ranges with 30- and 45-day grazing
permits. The rest, wearing green ear
tags and green bells to match, are
released into the Jawbone area about
June 1.
“The cows go to the same range
every year. Once they learn their
range, they want to go that way,”
Tim adds.

Family TradiTion

Each Erickson generation starts riding
the cattle drives a little sooner than the
previous one. Tim rode his first cattle
drive at age 9 or 10. His children
started even younger.
“Dan, Elisabeth and Dallyce all rode
very young on these trail drives,” Tim
recalls. “Dan may have been only 6 or 7.”
Dan’s daughter, Alissa, and son,
Logan Paul, will be the fifth generation
to trail cattle the traditional way.
Alissa, now 8, rode her first cattle drive
when she was just 4. Logan Paul, 5,
joined Alissa on last fall’s cattle drive.
Their home-school program accom-
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modates their schedules, which may include attending brandings on school days
while Dan, Andra, and a crew team-rope the calves. This spring, Alissa’s job was to
bring the hot irons to the cowboys. She already competes in local riding competitions for her age group.
“[During drives] they’ll pick some places where they can catch up with a trailer
in late morning, and the kids can ride for a few hours, just so they can be on it.
Once in a while they get up real early and go [ for] a shorter day. They have saddlebags or pouches for snacks. Keeping them with food and water can keep the mood
pretty good,” Tim says with a smile. “Some other little children, Alissa’s and Logan’s
age, will come along with their dads. It makes it fun for them.”

CaliFornia Challenges

Ranching in the spectacular setting of the California Sierras does not eliminate the
challenges many Western ranchers face: wildfires and drought. While the Ericksons understand the importance of wildfires to the forest ecosystem, Dan has
noticed an increasing frequency in major wildfires in the past few decades, possibly
due to land-use restrictions the Forest Service implemented in the 1970s.
“Since then, there have been huge fires every 15 to 20 years in all the places that
we graze, where I don’t think they had them before,” Dan says.
In August of 2013, the Rim Fire, California’s third largest wildfire, started just
north of the entrance to Yosemite Valley, consuming 257,000 acres of the Stanislaus
National Forest. Dan’s family came out from Colorado to help: Tim and Bette Ann;
Dan’s sister, Elisabeth, her husband Kirk, and a ranching friend.
This time the Ericksons had only days to locate their cows and drive or haul
them to safety. Each day they checked fire crew camps for cattle sightings. Hunters
and park rangers called them whenever they came across their cows. Forest
Service windshield permits allowed them access to closed-off areas.
“The smoke was so low and so bad, it was kind of like fog,” Tim remembers.
They couldn’t stay at the Stone Meadow cabin, so they camped at a lower elevation.
They knew their cattle would stay in front of the fire when they could and work
their way to the family’s private pasturelands.
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Fourth generation Dan Erickson started
trailing at age 6 or 7; his daughter, Alissa,
started at age 4, and son Logan Paul, at 5
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“A lot of cattle came out of the
black areas—no feed, looking pretty
bad,” Dan says. “When we went into
fire areas, we drove them out on
horseback.”
Firefighting strategies can result in
difficult decisions. Dan and Tim were
informed that back-fires had to be set
near an area called Pilot Ridge, where
Erickson cattle often graze.
“We hadn’t even ridden in there yet,”
Tim says. “There could [have been] a
hundred head of cattle in there.”
The Ericksons hauled their horses
into Yosemite, riding from there to
Pilot Ridge to look for their cattle.
With flames burning low on both
sides and smoking trees falling in
front of and behind the riders, a
cousin on a four-wheeler cleared their
path with a chainsaw. They found
about 60 head and trailed them out
down a steep logging road, away from
the back-fires.
“It was so dusty. We looked like coal
miners,” Tim says
The fire burned all of the grazing
land, Dan says. Their neighbors, the
Crooks, lost about 90 head and their
historic cabin, built in 1876. The
Ericksons lost 50 head and miles
of fence.
The Country Cowboy Church in
nearby Sonora raised thousands of
dollars for ranchers hardest hit.
“It was very humbling and very
generous of them,” Tim says. “After all,
we didn’t lose our home like some did.
We can recover.”
Dan adds that they are always aware
of the potential for fire: “It’s part of it. If
we didn’t want to deal with that, we
probably wouldn’t be up there.”
The Ericksons now wait for Forest
Service approval to resume grazing
their cattle on permit lands. California’s current drought emergency
further complicates their summer
grazing plans.
“Our cattle [still] have water due to
springs. We [usually] bring in some
hay but not anything like we have this
year . . . several times more than we
normally would,” Dan says.
Alternatives include trucking the
cows to another state for summer
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grazing, but selling cattle isn’t out of
the question.
“You have to make the decision: Am
I going to feed hay and hope that it
rains? Then, when you get past the rain
season, if you don’t have the grass, you
have to sell the cows,” Dan says.
As the USDA Forest Service’s website
acknowledges, ranchers and livestock
grazers “were on the land long before
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the Forest Service. Ranching is part of
the West—and more: It is part of the
American tradition.”
Despite recent challenges, the
Ericksons remain deeply grateful and
proud to be able to continue their own
traditional ranching lifestyle.
JULIE KITZENBERGER is a California-based
photographer. To comment, write to
edit@westernhorseman.com.
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